ANOTHER CLERGY RESPONDS TO SURVEY

The Rev. Perry A. Kingman, Senior Priest of the Aroostook Episcopal Cluster, has responded to the recent survey sent by the Gay-Lesbian Phoneline to determine if area clergy would accept referrals. Rev. Kingman, who is currently serving five churches alone, is “open to helping referrals from your Phoneline to consider the place of religion in relation to their sexuality.”

ARE THEY SYMPOSIUMS OR SYMPOSIA?!

The Maine Lesbian and Gaymen's Symposium is the annual statewide conference. It was first held at the University of Maine at Orono in 1974, sponsored by the Wilde-Stein Club, that school's gay & lesbian student group, which still exists. Subsequent years saw the Symposium alternate between the Orono and Portland/Gorham campuses of the University, sponsored by Wilde-Stein and the Gay-Lesbian Alliance at the University of Southern Maine. In 1986, that two-venue cycle was broken when Northern Lambda Nord hosted Symposium XIII at the University of Maine at Presque Isle; Lambda entered the rotation and sponsored the conference again in 1989. NLN will host Symposium XIX, May 22-25, 1992; volunteers will be needed.

This year, Symposium XVIII will be at the Portland Campus of the University of Southern Maine over the Memorial Day weekend, May 24-27, 1991. Call the “Symposium Hotline” at 207/780-5656 and they'll send you a registration packet.

NO ONE WALKED OUT

CARIBOU UNITARIAN CHURCH BOARD - A CORRECTION

Last month's Communiqué reported that members of the Board of the Caribou Unitarian-Universalist Church walked out of a meeting when their minister, Rev. Sydney Wilde, informed them that she would be leading a discussion group for Lambda. That was not correct.

According to a letter from Rev. Wilde, “I think the confusion arises from my story of two people in my previous church who would walk out on my sermons about Gay Rights.

“When I told my [Caribou] Board that I would be speaking at your meeting what I perceived was some dis-ease (which may have been my own projection) with the possibility that I or the Church would become identified as a champion of Gay Rights. Most of our members are willing to be supportive, only a few are willing to be champions. If any of you wish to visit or join our church you will be welcome. If you identify yourself as Gay you will still be welcome. But, if you expect everyone in the church to be totally open and free of prejudice, you will be disappointed. We are, after all human and thus imperfect. Some of us are more in touch with our prejudices than others, but we try.

“I wish you all a happy Easter Season and I hope there will be another opportunity to meet with you. It was a delightful evening. Thanks again for the opportunity and the Trust. /s/ Sincerely, Sydney Wilde •
BOOK REPORT

Northern Lambda Nord's lending library, Bibliothèque Lambda, has around 800 volumes in its collection. Volunteers are cataloging the books, which include fiction, nonfiction, and reference materials. A "library party" will be held April 20 to collect information about the books. People will help fill in forms with details about each book; this information will then go into the computer and a master library list will be sent to each Lambda member. To give people an idea of what's in Bibliothèque Lambda, a sampling of books in the library is published in Communiqué each month.

☞ REFLECTIONS OF A ROCK LOBSTER; A Story About Growing Up Gay by Aaron Fricke (1981). "No one in Cumberland, Rhode Island, was surprised when Aaron Fricke showed up at the High school prom with a male date. He had sued his school for the right to do so, and the papers had been full of the news ever since. Yet only a year earlier, Fricke would never have dreamed of being so open about his gay feelings." This is an account of how one young person came to terms with his homosexuality.

☞ THE LESBIAN MYTH: Insights and Conversations, by Bettie Wysor (1974). "Mention the words female homosexuals and explanations lock-step into place: immoral, unnatural, sick, unhappy. What are the origins of these condemnations?" Wysor examines four areas: biblical misinterpretation, ignorance of clinical anthropology, indifference and sexism in psychiatry, and literary role-playing. Topics also include motherhood, the lesbian lifestyle, and lesbian sexuality.


☞ AFTERLIFE by Paul Monette (1990)
The award-winning author of Borrowed Time; Monette's novel is about the "traumatic afterlife for a trio of grieving AIDS 'widowers' who support and comfort one another" in this "brilliant, poignant and painfully funny novel".

'OUTINGS' ARE ON POSTERS IN NEW YORK CITY

The controversial practice of "outing" allegedly gay and lesbian public figures has taken to the streets. A gay rights group calling itself Outpost has begun plastering Manhattan with signs featuring a black-and-white photograph of a celebrity and the caption, ABSOLUTELY QUEER. The stars include a well-known television producer and a movie actress. "It was a good grass-roots way to get our message across," says Ken, a member of Outpost who did not want his last name used. "This is not necessarily a bad thing to be called 'absolutely queer.' We are also going to do people who are already 'out'." The 11x17" posters, which say, "Cleaner closets today mean a better tomorrow," have been spotted in subway stations and outside Lincoln Center and the studios of Fox Television and WABC-TV. Ken would not reveal the group's next targets. "We'd like to keep it a surprise," he says.

OUR PLACE IS IN THE U.N.

For the first time in the history of the United Nations, gay and lesbian international activists have lobbied for official recognition and inclusion in the U.N. But officials with the International Lesbian and Gay Association (ILGA), which submitted the application for recognition in 1990 and testified at the U.N. in January, 1991, say their bid for recognition has been postponed until 1993 by delegates who were unable to reach an agreement. The ILGA, which represents gay and lesbian groups throughout the world, is seeking consultative status with the ECOSOC - the Economic and Social Council of the U.N., which oversees, among other things, human rights issues. Consultative status means ILGA would be able to intervene in human rights issues at the U.N.
NEW/NOUVEAU-BRUNSWICK

The New Brunswick Coalition for Human Rights Reform/Coalition pour la réforme des droits de la personne au Nouveau-Brunswick has received a grant for $54,000!!!

The grant was awarded by Canada Health and Welfare, a government agency.

The goal of the Coalition is inclusion of “sexual orientation” in the New Brunswick Human Rights Code. This money will cover the costs of printing of the extensive briefs which have been prepared, as well as pay postage and other much-needed office expenses. In 1990, Northern Lambda Nord gave the Coalition a grant to help defray the costs of their newsletter. NLN also donated around $330 CDN when our Canadian bank account was closed.

It's too bad that the U.S. Department of Health won't give a similar grant to the Maine Lesbian-Gay Political Alliance, whose goal is similar to that of the Coalition. Here's just ONE dissimilarity between the U.S. and Canada!

ANOTHER N-B CLUB

Nigadoo in northeastern New Brunswick is the site of this province's newest gay-lesbian bar. La Brocheterie du vieux Moulin is open every Friday and Saturday night. Nigadoo is out 8km north of Bathurst.

Do more than belong. Participate.
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